T. V. we are eating, while we're watching

E. G. 1

E. G. 2

E. B.

Drums

Vocal

taining and far, die on the screen

E. G. 1

E. G. 2

E. B.

Drums
What a story and how they fight
Let's toast ed and roasted and scrambled and fried

We are greedy and pay
gamble and guess who will win
Information  Danger is nowhere We

still got the chance to switch off
Missiles are in the air
Remote control and the guarantee — They’re
It's somewhere else, ready here.

T. V. war

T. V.
Vocal

war

Blood-less but deadly and cru

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

el

T. V. war
Oh yeah

(According to informed sources of

(M)
the defence ministry There is now confirmation that enemy missiles have penetrated our airspace Impact is estimated in a matter of minutes
Good evening!  

T. V.

E.G.1

Pick Portament

TAB

Pick Portament

E.G.2

Pick Portament

TAB

E.B

E/G♯

A

Fm

E

Fm

D.S. to

Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Drums
Vocal

E. G. 1

TAB

E. G. 2

TAB

E. B

Drums

Vocal

E. G. 1

TAB

E. G. 2

TAB

E. B

Drums
I am no monster man
Not free of any faults

I see a hot, hot fighting
In all the trouble

Know.
on controversial sides
I still remember our nights
They call me mercy killer.
And we're swearing both to free us

'cause I did it right,
when life is only pain.
For love I gave your fading life

Bb

A

C

I am no monster man

For love I had to give you up
Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Dm mercy or Bb crime

I am no monster man

Dead or alive, dead or alive

Fac...
I am no monster man
For love I had to give you up

Dead or alive, dead or alive...
Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

Drums

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

Drums
I am no monster man...
Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

38
I am no monster man, mercy or crime
dead or alive,

Dm

Drums

E.G. 1

E.G. 2

E.B.

Vocal

TAB

TAB

TAB

TAB

40
Your Feeling

Vocal

E.G. 1

E.G. 2

E.B.

Drums

Fade Out

42
RUSSIAN ROULETTE

Words and Music by Peter Baltes, Udo Dirkschneider, Jorg Fisher, Wolf Hoffmann and Stefan Kaufmann
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And rocked my soul and life
And offered me a line
You set my heart on
You know I'm com-

fire
ing
Down to make me stick
the point of fear like glue

(1x only)
You make me eat myself
For you it's so easy
In a scream in vain
To erase my name

To lose the last bit of identity
And for the ones who
Vocal

man-i-ty

died

That's what you like
to do.

Char-i-ty

in gen-e-al

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

Simulate barn

TAB

E.B.

Kb.

E.B.

Drums

To treat a man-able as well

is tax-deeduct-able as well

And when I'm dead and gone

Ain't that ex-cit-ing

Ha ha ha ha,

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

Drums
It's an award I've won when everything's alright.

Do you think that pays__

pays for my life. Which I give__
now when I die
(lit:taoet)

for satisfaction
(lit:taoet)

for satisfaction
(lit:taoet)

for satisfaction
(lit:taoet)
Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

What a lie to say I'm immortal... what a
lie to sell me your fame
Where is God when I'm bur-
ried does he stop this blood-y game
Vocal

E.G. 1

E.G. 2

Kb.

E.B.

Drums

N.C.

D.S.to F

A E F\textsuperscript{\textdagger}m

N.C.

war games

killed in action

S.E. / Bomb
N.C.

Vocal

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Clock

C#m E F#m C#m

Bomb

War games

for satisfaction

Shanghai'd

E B

killed in action

killed in action
Fade In
Ah

You tried to make me feel our love could be real
Well, I pretend to night our life is al-

B Em D add9/E D/E

Drums
And I tried, But I feel the weakness now of
you and me have a chance living with a lie
We tried to understand I'm acting sweet.
Vocal

- ness
- ness

but I'm
burn-ing in hate

have to be kept 'cause

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Em

Dadd9/E

D/E

I can't
But it's on
ly a game
hurt-ing me

where both of us hope to win

the same way I hurt

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

60
Em

understand and find a way to give you all my life

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Em

Hard to understand and hard to say to

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums
Vocal

give you all my life. to say to

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Drums

Vocal

give you all my life. It's hard to understand and find a way to

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums
Vocal

give you all my life Hard to un - der-stand so hard to say to

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

give you all my life

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums
It's hard to understand
and me have a chance to give you all my life.

Hard to understand so hard to say to give you all my life.
Vocal:

give you all my life

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal:

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Fade Out
Dreaming in my sleep

Vocal

And I love like I feel

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Dm

B♭
Now I feel the need to cry and oh, that
And he never gets enough and oh, that
And I feel the need to cry and oh, that
That is my sense of touch hard and

yeah I'm aiming high

Pick Portament

Pick Portament

Pick Portament

Pick Portament

Pick Portament

(D.S.1 2 time with Repeat)

Vocal

Aiming high

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Dm

E.B

TAB

Drums

Dm

to @2.

Voicel

And I'm waiting for relieve to the best of my belief

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

D.S.1 time

In only
fight to get it right for a minute of delight Aim ing high

high Aim ing high And I'm
waiting for relieve to the best of my believe aiming high aiming high what a
fight to get it right for a minute of delight
Aiming

high aiming high
Aiming

Dm C Dm
Aiming high

Dm

what a
fight to get it right for a minute of delight

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Dm  C  Dm

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Fade Out
We swear...it on the bible
You shouldn't kill your brother except if he doesn't know...
on the Koran
what's right
It's always good for trouble
If he can't love your heaven

to have a holy ghost
ah, it's a mercy for him to die
We have made the decision
And that it's so
Vocal

tension
much better

there is__ for__give__ness, if you need__

than to live__ without__ re__demp__tion

But this is not__ in this world__
This is eas__y to do so

you have to wait__ and wait__

Drums
You can't just believe what you want.
You can read it in the book, what's good or bad.

Heaven is there where hell is and hell is down on earth.

Oh yes it is, is it heaven or hell.
Oh, he will comfort you

That's how they're cheating you and make believe what's good or bad
Coda

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

Drums

Vocal

C

G

D

E

Down on earth,
Is it heaven or hell...
I'm sure we all know them those perverts,

they're everywhere Mmh, we're talking straight about facts

You know...
Vocal

- deep inside what's right or wrong -
And the world stinks, 
and the para-dise

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

B7/E

Em

B7/E

B7(9)/E

Vocal

is now a sewer
And they sell shit for gold
and you have to take

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums
Vocal

Em

what you’ve got

tobacco

Heaven is never in heaven

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

G

hell is D/F♯
down on Em
earth

Talking

Heaven is there where hell

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

L-Gong →

105
Heaven is there where hell is down on earth.

Heaven is never in heaven.
Vocal

G

D/F♯

Em

1x only

Bm

A/B

hell is down on earth.

Oh yes it is

Heaven is there where

G

D/F♯

Em

down on earth

hell is and hell is down on earth
Heaven is there where hell is and heaven is down

on earth, ha ha ha ha ha ha ha yes it is
ANOTHER SECOND TO BE

Words and Music by Peter Baltes, Udo Dirkschneider, Jörg Fisher, Wolf Hoffmann and Stefan Kaufmann
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I hold a magazine.
All the things

I just have done
Facing the cover
Passing my mind
It's hundred
A - less and shameless I'm leaving in awful disgrace

E.G.1
TAB

E.G.2
TAB

E.B
TAB

Drums

D Vocal - another second to be

D Em7 Vocal

D/E Vocal

116
Not another second to be

Another

Chords:

D    Em    D    C

E.G.1

E.G.2

E.B

Drums
Em7  D/E

Lonely I picture my life

no second to be

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Drums

Em7  D/E

Time's running out and there's just

no second to be

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Drums
Em7  D/E  I'm leaving in awful disgrace  

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

Em7  D/E  Em7

There's not another second to be

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums
WALKING IN THE SHADOW

Words and Music by Peter Baltes, Udo Dirkschneider, Jong Fisher, Wolf Hoffmann and Stefan Kaufmann
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124
All my fire ain't gone inside.
For the very first time in your life.
You've
Only with you I will survive
not been the last in line

I
live in the shadow of this wall
you had to die instead of me
With fifty eight thousand all in all
Do I have to live for you now

I surrender
Is that what you want me to do
[I am walking in the shadow of this wall (x.D.S.time)]
(2x) Heart' n' soul's gone to nowhere

Em   D   C   G/B   Em
Vocal

Walking in the night

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Em   D   Em
Vocal

Walking in the night

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums
Walk in the night I am

Walk in the shadow

D.S. to E
Em       D       Em    D    C    G/B    Em
Walking in the night

Heart'n soul's gone to no

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Em       D       Em    D    G/D    D
Walking in the shadow

where
I'm a man and I stand for my life and my land...
Vocal

Back-ing off is not not my way. I was taught and I thought a man.

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums

F/A G C Am

-is cold as ice- showing off is not allowed With my

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

E.B

TAB

Drums
gun on the run up what I've got
the force to kill a man looking in his eyes
the only way

my god, why to survive
is it me, is it you the one who has to die

I'm a man and I stand for my life and my land
Hold on my friend could this be our end
Hold on my friend could this be our end

I am man enough to cry
I am man enough to cry

Hearts are burn
Hearts are burn
Vocal

Em

C

Bm

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

E.G.

TAB

Drums

D

Vocal

Em

G

Oooh, hearts are burning... I am
Am  Em

Vocal

man e - nough to cry    Hearts are burn - ing I am

E.G. 1

TAB

Simile 4 bars.

E.G. 2

TAB

Simile 4 bars.

E.B

TAB

Drums

Vocal

man e - nough to cry    Hearts are burn - ing I am

E.G. 1

TAB

Simile 4 bars.

E.G. 2

TAB

Simile 4 bars.

E.B

TAB

Drums

147
My bones are trembling,
I see you swagger through your

know I am unconscious just what you like to see
You say you’ve got to drill me and you
Fm  D  A
gravel down
I lie and wait for relief 
So devoted and humbled to you
And I what

Bm  D  C♯
hear the orders you scream Sounds like a choir
more can a slave remain Before he floods away.
Stand tight

right we all stand to -